
 

Statement from the Ordo Mizbe’ah 

 
We have decided to issue this brief statement for general public circulation; 

we hope it will clarify a few misunderstandings about the O.M. 

Firstly we must emphasise that the Order is not an occult training group, we 

are a group of experienced sorcerers magicians, psychicks, shamans, and 

witches. Our occult system is extremely specialized and it is not suitable for 

your average armchair occultist. 

 

Secondly, much emphasis is made on the fact that the Order’s HQ is based in 

Dorset, England, this by no way means that we are cut off and isolated from 

the worldwide LHP community, we have members is Croatia, Serbia, US, 

France, Republic of Ireland, and of course in England. Do not be put off by the 

fact that we are an English Order, our gnosis is always waiting for you 

wherever you may be on this planet, our system operates as an invisible 

psycho-etheric web that stretches over the entire planet, with hot points so to 

speak where members of the Order are operating by themselves in their own 

area. This magickal ultra-cultural symbiosis is what keeps the High power of 

the Order channeled. 

Right, now that we have cleared up a few of the basic facts about the O.M. it’s 

time to clarify the degree structure and the roles of the members. 

 

 



There are only two Outer degrees within the Order, 

Priest (1°=10) 

High Priest (2°=9) 

The Magister is in effect beyond all degrees. There may also be other titles 

bestowed upon certain brother or sisters of the Order under special 

circumstances. 

 

There is simply no point in asking questing about the nature of our practice as 

it is part of our sacred code of silence, there’s a lot that even first degree 

members don’t know. I will try to be helpful and tell you this though, our 

principle concern and core practice has to do with the psycho-alchemical 

changes instigated after Human to spirit contact. Our Order is a unit of like-

minded and powerful witches who utilise various eclectic praxes from 

Thelema to Traditional Witchcraft, we utilise such an array of practices in 

order to perfect and master our individual method of gaining contact with 

external spirit entities. 

 

For now this is all we are willing to reveal publically. 

 

Love via katharos gnostica 
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